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ABSTRACT
The representation of finite groups is an important branch of mordern
mathematics. Character theory is one of the main tools of the represen-
tation of finite groups over the complex field. Isaacs put forward charac-
ter stabilizer limits conception when he studied character theory of finite
goups. Using the concepts of inductor of a character triple,stabilizer lim-
its,and quasi-primitive character triple, Isaacs proved in his article[2],that
all N−relative stabilizer limits of irrecducible characters of G have equal
degrees, if N is a normal nilpotent subgroup of G.
After giving these concepts,we discuss another special kind of goup,that
is SPBC-related nilpotent subgroup, and prove that the stabilizer limits of
irrecducible characters of G relative to a SPBC-related nilpotent subgroup
also have equal degree.
This academic dissertation is divided into three chapters altogether.
In chapter one, we introduce the groundwork of this text, also the
research direction and the trends of the development.
In chapter two,we give some fundamental conceptions and important
results related to the thesis.This can provide necessary preparation for the
next chapter.
In chapter three,first we difine a new kind group,that is SBPC-related
nilpotent subgroup,and give an example to show this kind of group is
existential.Thus the discussion of this paper is sensible;second,using con-
cept of primitive character triple, we discuss the relationship between the
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and quasi-primitive character triple;third,by discussing the quasi-primitive
character triple,we show the relationship between the stabilizer limits of
a normal SBPC-related nilpotent subgroup.














26 SBPC- 2!>%*:-1< 4l} o gq G >UWN > G jC&gW-O θ ∈ Irr(N) > N j0(+A&Æb* θ > G-0$jP}\ g ∈ G 4 n ∈ N , ~ θ(gng−1) = θ(n), 4< (G,N, θ) >+A&g%iÆ.q (H,M,ϕ)+A&g%i(h1℄ G = NH OM = N∩H . b* θ = ϕN ,4< (H,M,ϕ) > (G,N, θ) jbgÆbN6!
(N, θ) → G
↑ ↑
(M,ϕ) → H+A&g%i+A&'Yk>Gjyw}℄J:MsQgZsj?*ÆJYNgbj Dade [4] 4 Isaacs [2] M+A&jDtUU'J1fRCj+A&g%iOJbg4DtUUlDÆ>nC!ywjE.4>aG.Rjn
Isaacs !dj&j+A&g%i4+A&jDtUUjtÆn 1.1[2] q (G,N, θ) >+A&g%ib*}* K⊳G O
K ≤ N , ~ θK >KQ+A&4<+A&g%i>&jÆn 1.2[2] b* (H,M,ϕ)> (G,N, θ)jbg-O (H,M,ϕ)>&j+A&g%i4< (H,M,ϕ) > (G,N, θ) j&jbgÆn 1.3[2] q G >UW M ⊳ G,θ ∈ Irr(M),χ ∈ Irr(G), θ 
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η > χ ! θ j Clifford }ÆC!ywj6 Clifford }} Clifford }j![7$$? fj Clifford }ÆN2xG6 Clifford }jtÆUpt 1.3 j1℄} η ∈ Irr(T ), qQ M1 ⊳ T , T1 θ1 ∈
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26 SBPC- 2!>%*:-1< 7
} urE1=9Æ>y<,y	#G.RG~dj`D4Hg*=`g*} 'C:`~tjD4\~jÆ}\UW G 4BH | G | j p j8	0 pa,G Sl
pa fjgWRGbNtÆn 2.1[5] b*UW G j?gWQ0fW4<=[W>
SBP W (Sylow Best Possible).p 2.2[6] (Frattini '{) qW G o1N6 Ω j-O G ,gW N , $1 Ω jjoLoj4 G = GαN, ∀α ∈ Ω, JY Gα( α 1 G YjDtgWÆp 2.3[2] b* (H1,M, ϕ), (H2,M, ϕ) ~ (G,N, θ) jbg4 H1 = H2.p 2.4[3] " (H,M,ϕ)  (G,N, θ) jbg4 Irr(H|ϕ) #















26 SBPC- 2!>%*:-1< 8p 2.8[1] (Clifford }) q H ⊳ G, θ ∈ Irr(H), T = IG(θ). "
A={ψ ∈ Irr(T ) | [ψH , θ] 6= 0}, B={χ ∈ Irr(G) | [χH , θ] 6= 0}, 4
(a) e ψ ∈ A, 4 ψG 0(
(b) o ψ → ψG > A d B jo
(c) e ϕG = χ, 4 ψ  χT 1 A Y<j0(
(d) e ψG = χ, O ψ ∈ A, 4 [ψH , θ] = [χH , θ].p 2.9[1] (Frobenius Reciprocity) q G >W H > G jgW.q θ 4 ϕ )> G 4 H jj-4 [ϕ, θH ] = [ϕG, θ].p 2.10[1] ( Going Down t) " K/L  G ja`ÆgÆXq θ ∈ Irr(K) O θ  G− 0$j4Ng'!?
(a) θL ∈ Irr(L);
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RdNDÆ
N >UW} θ ∈ Irr(N), " Hθ(N)={L ≤ N |∃ξ ∈ Irr(L), g
ξN = θ}.
N ∈ Hθ(N), ÆP Hθ(N) Æn 3.1 q N >UW θ ∈ Irr(N), b*}\j L ∈ Hθ(N),~ L⊳ ⊳N , 4< N > θ- W!0 WÆn 3.2 q θ ∈ Irr(N),N > θ- W!0 WO N > SBP W4<
N > SBPθ- W!0 Wb*}\j θ ∈ Irr(N), N ~> SBPθ- W!0 W4< N > SBPC- W!0 WÆ (Sylow Best Possible Character)
SBPC-W!0 W~iW̂ 0t0 WÆbG = S34
GM-W!}\j χ ∈ Irr(G),T1H ≤ G, λ ∈ Irr(H), λ(1) = 1,g λG = χ. +A&(Hcd(S3)={1, 2},!N2Q~$ χ(1) = 2, 2=χ(1)=| G : H |, R H=A3 ⊳ G. ÆP}\j χ ∈ Irr(G), G ~> χ- W!0 W G jf	H G j\?gW~>0fP
G > SBPC- W!0 W^ G Q 2- 0 W00 WÆ0M 3.3 q θ ∈ Irr(N),N > θ- W!0 W4}\j L ∈
Hθ(N), O L < N ~ LN < N ?-Æ QC&iOC& jtg'SXjÆ
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